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Optimal Control-Limit Policies for a 
Zero-Memory Replacement Problem* 
CHELSEA C. WHITE I I I  
Department ofApplied Mathematics and Computer Science, 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903 
In this paper, we investigate the structural properties of optimal policies for 
a finite-memory, stochastic replacement problem. The characteristic which 
distinguishes this problem from the usual replacement problem is its information 
pattern; it is assumed that the controller has available for decision making the 
present (but not any past) realization of a process tochastically related to the 
state process. Two classes of structured policies are defined, both of which are 
generalizations of the class of control-limit policies for the usual replacement 
problem. For each definition, we present conditions which are proved to be 
sufficient for the existence of optimal control-limit policies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of explicit structural properties of optimal control laws 
(and their computational implications) for special multistage decision problems 
has been a primary area of research in the control iterature. The linear-quadratic- 
Gaussian (LQG) problem (see, for example, Kushner, 1971) serves as a pro- 
minent example for continuous tate stochastic ontrol problems; stochastic 
inventory models (Scarf, 1963) and replacement models (Derman, 1963) are 
well-known examples for countable state control problems. 
With regard to the LQG problem, there has been considerable interest in 
exploring the relationship between the functional form of the optimal control 
law and the problem's information pattern, i.e., what the controller knows and 
when the controller knows it. It is well known that if the information pattern is 
classical (if all controllers have perfect memory and totally share both their data 
and structural information), there exists under mild assumptions an optimal 
control law which is linear in the state vector (Kushner, 1971). This explicit 
functional form of the optimal control law is retained for certain nonclassical, 
delayed data sharing information patterns (Kurtaran, 1975) but does not hold 
for other, finite-memory information patterns (Witsenhausen, 1968). 
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The study of explicit structural form of optimal policies (and most other 
studies as well) for countable state stochastic control problems has dealt almost 
exclusively with problems where the controller has perfect memory and perfect 
access to the state of the system. We will refer to this special case of the classical 
information pattern as the standard information pattern. Of times, however, the 
standard information pattern is not a realistic model of the controller's state of 
knowledge. As examples, a machine inspector may not know the actual state of 
the machine but may have available the items produced by the machine; a 
physician may not know the underlying state of the patient's health but may 
have available various signs, symptoms, and laboratory test results. If the 
machine inspector and the physician keep formerly obtained data, i.e., they 
essentially have perfect memory, then an adequate model of what they know and 
when they know it is the classical information pattern, where d cisions are based 
on realizations of processes that are statistically related to the state process. Other 
examples of systems ubject o partial observation are discussed by Smallwood 
and Sondik (1973) and White (1976a). If the perfect memory assumption is not 
valid and/or if there are several controllers who do not (or cannot) share their 
structural information and on-line data, then the finite-memory information 
pattern (Sandell, 1974) may be a realistic model of the controllers' state(s) of 
knowledge. This paper presents a replacement problem with a zero-memory 
information pattern. Other examples, such as a data communications problem, 
are presented by Sandell (1974). 
Knowledge of the structural properties of optimal policies for a problem 
having a nonstandard information pattern has implied substantial computational 
simplification (White, 1976b). Similar computational simplifications may also 
result from optimal policy structural properties for other problems having 
nonstandard information patterns. Such simplification would be particularly 
desirable since the usefulness of problems with nonstandard information 
patterns if often severely limited by computational complexity. (See Sandell, 
1974, and Sondik, 1971, for discussions of the computational requirements for 
countable state control problems having nonstandard information patterns.) 
In this paper, we investigate the structural properties of ptimal policies for a 
special dynamic programming problem having a nonstandard information 
pattern. Specifically, a replacement problem is studied where the controller has 
only the present noise corrupted observation of the state process on which to 
base a decision. We show that under reasonable assumptions, there exist optimal 
policies having a functional form which is a generalization of a control-limit 
policy. The assumptions made generalize but closely resemble sufficient condi- 
tions for the existence of optimal control-limit policies for the standard informa- 
tion pattern case (Derman, 1963). Two generalized efinitions of the usual 
control-limit policy are considered, and conditions which guarantee that we only 
need to examine policies with these structural attributes are presented for both 
definitions. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the finite-horizon and 
discounted cost zero-memory replacement problems and several equivalent 
problem formulations. The original problem formulations are first recast into 
the finite-state, finite-memory problem description presented by Sandell (1974). 
We then present he equivalent deterministic control problem (as described and 
analyzed by Sandell, 1974) and formulate it as a special case of the usual Markov 
decision problem with standard information pattern, using a notation similar to 
that which is found by Porteus (1975). 
Using results of White (1975), we begin Section 3 by reducing the examination 
of the structural form of optimal policy for the zero-memory problem to the 
examination of the optimal policy structure for a special case of the partially 
observed problem studied by White (1976c). This reduction leads directly to the 
first set of conditions ufficient for the existence of optimal control-limit policies. 
An additional assumption is then shown to imply that there exist optimal policies 
having a further restricted control-limit form. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The zero-memory replacement problem is now defined. Let the discrete time 
stochastic process {s(t), t ~ O, 1,...}, having finite-state space S, model a system 
subject o replacement and Markov deterioration. Assume ~<s is a partial ordering 
on S which describes the relative level of deterioration between two states, i.e., 
i ~s  i' if and only if state i is at least as "good" as state i'. Let O ~ S designate 
the state of a new system, and hence O ~s  i for all i ~ S. We also assume that 
the a priori probabilities ~ • {~:~} are given, where ~:~ = P[s(0) = i]. 
The state of the system is observed at each time t ~ 0, 1,..., where the 
observation at time t is the realization of the random variable z(t), which is 
assumed to have finite-state space Z. 
Let n ~-~ oo represent the terminal time of the control problem. At each time 
t = 0,..., n - -  1, the controller is allowed to choose either to replace the system or 
to do nothing. A replace decision sends the state of the system to O just prior 
to the next decision epoch; a do nothing decision allows the system to be subject 
to Markov deterioration over the next time interval. The decision made at time t 
is represented by u(t) ~ C = {0, 1}, where 0 = do nothing and 1 = replace. The 
controller is assumed to base his (her or its) decision on only the present realiza- 
tion of the observation random variable; that is, 
u(t) = y~[z(t)]. (1) 
This zero-memory assumption represents the key aspect which distinguishes this 
problem formulation from other replacement problems. Equation (1) states that 
the controller "forgets" all former realizations of the process {z(t), t = 0, 1,...}. 
Such an information pattern may be realistic for systems with limited memory 
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computer-based controllers or serve as an approximation to human decision 
makers with less than perfect recall and/or system record availability. 
The above processes are related by the conditional probabilities pij(c) = 
P[s(t ~- 1) = j ls(t) = i, u(t) = c] and qJk = P[z(t) = k ls(t) = j], where 
pij(0) = p~,  pij(l) = 1 if j  = O, P(c) = {p~j(c)}, and Q = {qs~}. 
The cost structure is defined as follows. Let g[s(t), u(t)] ~> 0 be the cost 
accrued at time t < n. When the problem horizon is finite, i.e., when n < oo, a 
terminal cost go[S(n)] >/0 is additionally accrued at the terminal time. The finite 
horizon problem is to select a sequence of controlsyt, t = 0, 1 .... , n - -  1, satisfying 
(1) which minimizes the criterion E{2t= o fitg[s(t), u(t)] -//3=go[s(n)] I ~}, where 
/3 e.[0, 1] is the discount factor. Likewise, the discounted cost problem is to 
select a sequence of controls Yt,  t = 0, 1,..., satisfying (1) which minimizes 
m t E{2,=o~g[s(t), u(t ) ] l f} ,  where /3 e [0, 1). 
These problems are examples of the finite-state, finite-memory stochastic 
control problems that have been formulated and analyzed by Sandell (1974). We 
now restate the finite-memory replacement problems as special cases of the 
problems considered by Sandell (1974). The state space of the restated problems 
is ~9 ~ = S × Z. The stochastic process which we wish to control is 
{~(t), t ----- 0, 1,...}, where ~(t) ~- {s(t), z(t)}. The new state space therefore is 
ordered by the relation 4 ,  where for i, i' c ~9 ~, i = (/1, i2) and i' = (i1' , i2'), 
i <~ i' if and only if i 1 ~<s/1'. The new state process evolves according to the 
transition probabilities {~iJ(Y)}, where ~ij(Y) = PilJ~[Y(i)]qhj ~ • Controls are of the 
form u(t) = yt[o(t)], where Yt ~ D = {y :y  maps ~9 ° into C and y( i l ,  i2) = 
Y(il',/2)}. Note that D is equivalent o C W, where JfP = card(Z). The cost 
accrued at time t < n is j [ , ( t) ,yt]  = g[s(t), u(t)], where u(t) = yt[o(t)]; the 
terminal cost accrued is ~0[o(n)] = go[s(n)]. For the restated version of the 
finite-horizon problem, we wish to select a sequence of controls yt~ D, 
t=  0,..., n --  1, which minimizes the criterion E{~2~-01 fitg[o(t), Yt] +/3ng0[~(n)] [ ~}; 
the discounted cost case is defined accordingly. 
It has been shown by Sandell (1974) that the above finite-state, finite-memory 
stochastic control problems have equivalent deterministic ontrol problem 
formulations. These formulations will be of primary interest throughout he 
remainder of this paper and are described as follows. The state space of the 
deterministic problems is ,O = {x : x i >~ 0 and ~2i~sf xi = 1}, which is the set 
of probability vectors on -Y. The state of the deterministic problems evolves 
according to the difference quation x( t / -  1) = x(t) -~(Yt), where thejth element 
of x~(y) ,  j c -Y ,  is ~i~s~ xi~ij(Y) and where we choose x,(0) = ~i,/.A/" for 
i = (/1, i2). At time t, 0 ~ t < n, r(x, y) = ~i~.9o x~Si  ,y(i)] is accrued when 
x(t) = x and Yt = Y; similarly, the terminal cost ro(x ) ~- ~i~s~ Xigo(i) is accrued 
when x(~l) = x at the terminal time for the finite horizon problem. The equivalent 
finite horizon deterministic ontrol problem is to select a sequence of controls 
ytED,  t = 0 ..... n -  1, which minimizes 2t=o/3tr[x(t),Yt] + /3'~ro[x(n)]; the 
discounted cost problem is similarly defined. 
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Since x(0) and ~(y)  are known to the controller in the deterministic problems 
the sequence of controls can be chosen as a function of x(t), t -= O, 1 ... . .  Thus, 
the deterministic control problems can be equivalently stated as follows: select of 
sequence of control policies {30,3~ ,...} which minimizes the appropriate 
criterion, where each policy is a member of thepolicy space d = Da; i.e., A is the 
set of all functions of the form 3: D --~ D. 
3. OPTIMAL POLICY STRUCTURE 
The intent of this section is to present conditions which imply that only strict 
subsets of the policy space A need be examined in searching for optimal policies. 
Two subsets of A are considered, both representing different interpretations of 
the set of all control-limit policies. Our developments require several preliminary 
definitions, most of which will be familiar to readers of Porteus (1975) and his 
references. 
The optimal expected cost to be accrued between time t and the terminal 
time n is f~-t = inf(H~ t × "'" × H~_fo),  the infimum is with respect o the set 
of all admissible strategies, i.e., sequences (~t .... ,3~_1) in An-e, [H~v](x) = 
h[x, ~(x), v], and h(x, y, v) = r(x, y) 4- fiv[x~(y)]. Similarly, the optimal 
expected iscounted cost accrued over the infinite horizon is 
f = l iminf(H, ,  × "" × He._~ro). 
Define the operator .// as Av = inf~,~ Hov. It is well known that {fn} can be 
described recursively by the dynamic programming equation fn = Aft_  1 and 
that for fl < 1, f is the fixed point of the contraction A (Denardo, 1967). (The 
complete metric space on which A is a contraction is defined by Denardo, 1967.) 
Since the z(t) element of the state vector ~(t) is completely observed, the 
optimal control strategies have a simplified form, which will be presented after 
further preliminary definitions. Let ~rk(x) = ~i  x~,  where xik = P[s(t) = i, 
z(t) = k]. Thus, 7rk(x) = P[s(t) = k], ~k: £2 ~ [0, 1] and ~ ~(x)  = 1. Define 
3 = {7 : 7~ /> 0, ~s  7i = 1}. Let H~: sQ ~ ~ have ith component Hi~(x) = 
xik/rre(x) if 7rk(x) v~ 0. (When 7rk(x) = 0, define Hk(x) in 3 arbitrarily.) Note that 
I I ,  e(x) ~ P[s(t) = i I z(t) = k]; hence, II~(x) ~ 3 is the a posteriori density 
vector for s(t) if the a priori density matrix for the pair {s(t), z(t)} is x e f2 and if 
the realization of z(t) is known to be k (which occurs with probability ~r~(x)). 
Define f2(7, c, v) ~- E~g(i, c) 4- ~ ~.~ e(k, ~7, c) v[)t(k, rt, c)] and [/~rsv](~/) = 
1~[7, g(7), v], where 3 ~ A = C z, v ~ R e, ~(k, ~7, c) ~ Xi~s ~J~s qJkPi~(c)Ti, 
Aj(k, 7, e) = qjk2~pij(c) Ti/a(k, 7, c), and A(k, 7, c) = {)t~-(k, 7, c)} e2 .  (If 
a(k, 7, c) = 0, define k(k, 7, c) arbitrarily in 3.) The functions a and A have the 
following interpretation. At time t, x(t) and z(t) are known, and hence it is 
sufficient o know only I I  *(t) [x(t)] for a probabilistic description of the realization 
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of s(t). Bayes' rule shows that P[z(t @ 1) = k ] x(t) = x, z(t) = l, u(t) = c] = 
P[z(t  4- 1) = k [ Ht(x) : 7, u(t) = c] : a(k, 7, c) and that P[s(t q -1)  = 
J l z(t q- 1) = k, x(t) = x, z(t) = l, u(t) = c] = P[s(t q- l) =j lz ( t  -~ 1) = k, 
H~(x) = 7, . ( t )  = c] = ~(k ,  7, c). 
Let the operator l{ be such that _/~v = inf~/~sv. Define f~ by fn =-dry - l ,  
fo = ~i  7~go(i), and for fi < 1 le t fbe  the fixed point of_//. The function f~ ~ R g 
is the optimal expected cost to be accrued over a finite horizon of length n and 
has as its argument a probability density vector on S (which is a member of 3). 
The complete observability of z(t) has been shown by White (1975) (generalizing 
results due to Astrom, 1965) to imply thatf~ and f~ are related by the equation 
f~(x) = 2k  ~(x)  f~[I17~(x)] for all n and hence for fi < 1 f (x) = 2~ ~rk(x) f[Hk(x)] • 
Let gt ~ z] (3t ~ A) be an optimal policy which achieves the infimum of -~f~-t-1 
(Af~_t_~). It has been shown by White (1975) that 3t can be constructed as 
follows: if z(t) = k, then choose 3,(x) -~ gt[H~(x)]. That is, the optimal policy 
depends only on the conditional density of the state given the present observation. 
Thus, the problem of determining 3t andf~-t ,  both depending on an argument 
having card (.Y) elements, can be reduced to the problem of determining ~ and 
fn-~, which both depend on an argument having card (S) (4  card (~9~)) elements. 
This result allows us to restrict attention to the subset z] C A with the following 
property: for all x ~ ~ there exists a ~ ~ Z] such that 3(x) = ~[H~(x)] if the present 
realization of the observation process is k. 
We have thus far reduced the original problem of selecting a3 ~ A to minimize 
H~f~_t_~ to a problem of selecting a ~ ~ z] to minimize IJ$fn_t_ ~ . We now define 
structural properties on z~ in terms of structural properties on A. 
DEFINITION 1. (a) Let the partial ordering <~ on 3 be defined as 7 <~ 7' if 
and only if 7IK ~< 7'I/c for all K E aT- = {K C S : i e K and i ~<s i' implies i' e K}, 
where I K is the indicator function of the set K and where 7IK = ~i~s 7iIK(i) • 
(b) Let the partial ordering ~ on sQ be defined as x ~,< x' if and only if 
Hk(x) -~ Hk(x ') for all k ~ Z. 
We say 3(x) ~< 3(x') for 3 ~ z~ if and only if 3[He(x)] ~< ~[Hk(x')] for all k e Z, 
where 3 is the element in zY associated with 3 c A-. The notion of a control-limit 
policy is now extended to the case where the state space is a probability vector. 
DEFINITION 2. (a) The set of all control-limit policies on zJ is z ] '=  
{3 ~ zJ : 7 -<~ 7' implies 3(7) ~ g(7')}. 
(b) The set of all control-limit policies on A is A' = {3 ~z J :x  • x' 
implies 3(x) ~ 8(X')}. 
It is easily shown that if z(t) = s(t) with probability one for all t, then the above 
definitions are equivalent o the usual control-limit policy definition for the 
completely observed case presented by Derman (1963). 
643/37]t-7 
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Our main result will be to show that if three assumptions are satisfied, 
attention can be restricted to A' in selecting optimal policies. These assumptions 
are stated following further preliminary definitions. 
Let ~ be the set of all functions a: S --~ R (where R is the real line) which are 
nondecreasing with respect o ~s ,  i.e., ~ a~"  if and only if i ~s  i' implies 
a(i) ~ a(i'). Let the (j, j)th element of the array R~ be qje with all other elements 
of R e set to zero. (When both S and Z are linearly ordered, R~ = diag{qje}, a 
diagonal matrix.) Define the sets d~ as: d o = {go} dn= {g(c) + tiP(c)Ee Re ae: 
csC  and ~eEd~_l} , where the ith element of ~'~, n>0,  is g( i ,c )+ 
fl 2J  PiJ(c) 2k  qJk°~tJ, for c~ e~ An_ 1 . 
ASSUMPTIONS. (A1) g(', e), go('), and g(., 0) -- g(', 1) are all members of ~" 
for c~C. 
(A2) PIK ~ ~" for all K e o~C, where the ith element of PIx is ZJ pi)Itc(j). 
(A3) For each t e {0,..., n}, ~e Re ~e e •, where ~k e ~ for all h. 
Assumptions (A1) and (A2) are slight generalizations of the usual sufficient 
conditions for the existence of optimal control-limit policies for the completely 
observed case. (A1) stipulates that increased cost must be consistent with the 
notion of increased system deterioration; (A2) is the familiar increasing failure 
rate assumption due to Derman (1963). Both of these assumptions have been 
shown to imply the existence of optimal control-limit policies for the completely 
unobserved information pattern (White, 1976b). A counterexample resented by 
White (1976b) also showed that in general (A1) and (A2) are not enough to 
insure the existence of optimal control-limit policies for the general partially 
observed case. It was proved in (White, 1976c) that the inclusion of (A3) with 
(A1) and (A2) does imply the desired existence result; conditions on the problem 
formulation which imply (A3) to hold are also presented in (White, 1976c). 
Thus, these results tate that (A1), (A2), and (A3) are sufficient conditions for the 
existence of an optimal control-limit policy for the control problem associated 
With fn and j~ that is, for each n = 1, 2,..., and for n -~ oo if/3 < 1, there 
exists a g e z~' such that fn = 1~f~-1 and f =/~r~X We now can state our main 
result. 
THEOREM. Assume (A1), (A2), and (A3). Then, for the finite horizon case there 
exists an optimal strategy composed of policies that are members of A'. For the 
discounted cost case (fi < 1), there exists an optimal stationary strategy generated by 
a policy in A'. 
Proof. The comments preceding the theorem statement guarantee the 
existence of an optimal policy in ~i' for the control problem associated with 
)~n and f This optimal policy in z~ has a related policy in zl which is necessarily 
optimal for the control problem associated with f~ and f. Let g e ~' and 3 ~ ,ff 
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be these policies; thus, ~(x) = {g[Hk(x)]}. The definitions then directly imply 
that ~ c A'. The existence of an optimal stationary policy is due to the usual 
standard result (see, for instance, Ross, 1970). Q.E.D. 
Our results thus far and Theorem 4.1.1 in Sandall (1974, p. 89) imply that for 
the finite horizon case an optimal sequence (Yo, Yl ,...) is chosen as follows. We 
first determine a sequence (g0, ~1,...), each element of which is a member of zT 
and satisfies f,~=t = H**f~-t-1- An optimal strategy (30,81 .... ) i s  such that 
~t(x) = {gt[/-/~(x)]} for all t. The decisions to be implemented, (Y0, Yl ,...) are 
then chosen as yt(h) -- 3t[//k(x)], where x = x(t) ~ x(t -- 1) ~(Yt-~). Thus, at 
time t when z(t) = k, the optimal decision is yt(k) ~ C. The theorem then states 
that x(t) < x'(t) implies yt(k) ~ yt'(h) for all k ~ Z, where Yt (Y() is associated 
with x(t) (x'(t)). 
In the theorem there is no indication as to how Yt might be related to the 
realization of the observation process at time t. The usual completely observed 
definition of a control-limit policy is the set of policies which are monotone with 
respect o the observation (which for the completely observed case is also the 
true state of the system). For the zero-memory problem considered here, this 
would correspond to controls being restricted to the set D* = {y ~ D : k ~<z k' 
implies y(i, k) <~ y(i', k')}, where ~<z is a given partial ordering on Z. Such a 
definition of control-limit policy is also identical to the usual definition when 
S = Z, ~s  = ~<z, and z(t) = s(t) for all t with probability one, i.e., q~'k = 1 
whenj  = k. We formally state the set of all such control-limit policies as follows. 
DEFINITION 3. A* = {3 cA ' :  3 maps zTinto D*}. 
After the next preliminary result, a fourth assumption will be stated which 
together with the previously presented assumptions will guarantee that in 
selecting an optimal policy we need only consider those policies in the set A*. 
LEMMA. Let q = {q~-}, q' = {qj}, andx = {x~.} be arrays ofidenticalsize having 
nonnegative elements related by the partial ~' .  Assumej <~' k implies q/ /q/ ~ '  q/qk. 
Then for any subset K having the property that if i ~ K and i ~ '  i' then i' ~ 1<2, 
<- Z 
j eK  ~ jaK  3 
Proof. Let K c be the complement of K; define A = ~,~2co x~(qj/q~) and 
B ~ ~,j~ic xj(q/q~), where m is a minimal element of K. The left-hand side of 
the inequality in the problem statement then equals B/(A + B); likewise, the 
right-hand side of the inequality equals B'/(A' + B'), where A' and B' are 
appropriately defined. Note that B/(A 4 -B)~ B'(A'4-  B') is equivalent o 
A'B ~ AB'. The assumptions on q and q' then imply that A' <~ A and B <~ B', 
and the result is proved. Q.E.D. 
We now state our fourth assumption. 
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ASSUMPTION A4. Q is such that if k ~<z h' and j ~<s j', then q~'/qJ'k" 
qjk/q~'~ • 
An important implication of (A4) is presented in the following result, 
PROPOSITION. Assume (A4). Then, h <~z k' implies that Hk[x~(y)]-< 
Hk'[x~(y)] for ally ~ D and x ~ f2. 
Proof. Note that H~[x.~(y)] = 2jq~7~/Z,gzqz~, where 
25 = ~ ~ xqi~Pi~j[y(i~)]. 
ills i~Z 
The result then follows from the definition of -~ and the lemma. Q.E.D. 
The proposition guarantees that assuming (A4) in addition to (A1), (A2), and 
(A3) implies that if k ~<z k' then 
yt(k) = $t[II~(x(t- 1)~(Yt-1))] ~ gt[IIk'(x( t -- 1)~(Yt-1))] = Yt(k') 
for t >/ 1. For the t = 0 case, note that II~(x(O)) = ~ for all k and therefore 
k ~z  k' implies yo(k) ~ yo(k'). We thus can restrict interest o elements in D* 
for all t. These results are now stated in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. Assume (A1), (A2), (A3), and (A4). Then, for the finite-horizon 
case, there exists an optimal strategy composed of policies that are members of A*. 
For the discounted cost case (fl < 1), there exists an optimal stationary strategy 
generated by a policy in A*. 
We remark that (A4) is not a particularly restrictive assumption. For example, 
the two examples presented by White (1976c) which satisfied (A), (A2), and (A3) 
are easily shown to satisfy (A4) for properly chosen ~<z • 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has investigated the effect of information pattern and control 
problem description bn the structural attributes of the optimal decision rule for 
a special Markov decision problem. Specifically, we have presented two 
generalized definitions of a control-limit policy for a replacement problem having 
a zero-memory, partially observed information pattern. For each definition, 
reasonable conditions were determined which were sufficient for the existence of 
optimal generalized control-limit policies. Investigation of the computational 
implications of these results in a subject of future research. 
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